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You spent your whole life, 
Preparing for this one moment in time.
For your own sacrifice,
You carry the hope for all Mankind.
You run with eternal grace
Your courage is matched by your pride,
With every beat of your heart
Your destiny cannot be denied

Capture the dream
Give it all for the team
The call of the glory 
The thrill of the game 
This is the moment the whole world can see

Go for the goal
With total control
Feeding the fire burning deep in your soul
One vision
One goal
To capture the dream

The moment has come
The eyes of the world are waiting to see
This is your time to claim your place in history
Standing tall with your face to the wind
Youâ€™ve waited all of your life
Finding your strength from within
Making your hopes come alive

Capture the dream
Give it all for the team
The call of the glory 
The thrill of the game 

This is the moment the whole world can see
Go for the goal
With total control
Feeding the fire burning deep in your soul
One vision
One goal
And with the power you hold, capture the dream
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Reaching up straight to the top
Your vision will never be lost
With every mountain you climb
Winning no matter the cost

Capture the dream
Give it all for the team
The call of the glory 
The thrill of the game 
This is the moment the whole world can see

Go for the goal
With total control
Feeding the fire burning deep in your soul

One vision
One goal
To capture the dream
Capture the dream
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